Upregulated expression of ENaC in human CF nasal epithelium.
Cystic fibrosis (CF) is characterised by the absence of CFTR function resulting in a reduced Cl(-) secretion and an increase in Na+ absorption. This Na+ hyperabsorption is mediated by the human amiloride-sensitive epithelial sodium channel (ENaC), but the underlying mechanisms are still unknown. After demonstrating functional differences of the Na+ absorption in CF and non-CF epithelia in Ussing chamber experiments with human primary cultures, we compared ENaC sequences from CF and non-CF human nasal tissue (hnENaC), investigated the mRNA transcription levels via real-time PCR and studied the protein expression in Western blot analyses. We found no differences in the sequences of CF and non-CF hnENaC, but identified some polymorphisms. The real-time experiments revealed an enhanced mRNA amount of all three hnENaC subunits in CF tissue. By comparing the two groups on the protein level, we observed differences in the abundance of the Na+ channel. While the alpha- and beta-hnENaC protein amount was increased in CF tissue the gamma-hnENaC was decreased. We conclude that the Na+ hyperabsorption in CF is not caused by mutations in hnENaC, but by an increase in the transcription of the hnENaC subunits. This could be induced by a disturbed regulation of the channel in CF.